Standard Reports

With real-time data delivered from Sage 300 into the familiar environment of Microsoft® Excel®, Sage Intelligence offers you the following standard reports that are fully
customisable and flexible, with drill-down capabilities that enable you to get to grips with your business’s data:

Financial reports							2
Inventory reports							4
Purchase reports							5
Sales reports								6
Financial Report Designer reports*				

8

Dashboard reports*							13

			
*Please note: Some of the Financial and Dashboard reports require an active Report Designer Module license to run.

Additional reports available on an ongoing basis
On top of the standard reports that you receive with Sage 300 Intelligence Reporting, there is a constantly updated library of additional reports available on our website
for you to make use of. These reports are created according to customer feedback, for you to access on an ongoing basis. To make these reports easily consumable, we
have also created a Report Utility that allows you to select the additional reports suitable to you and automatically imports them into a New Reports folder in your Report
Manager module. All you need to do is download the Report Utility and follow the easy steps to select the reports you would like. These provide a great basis for you to build
useful reports for your business, with minimal customisation required.

Report name

What you can expect

Financial reports
Financial Trend analysis

Find, track and analyze financial trends: This report enables you to find or track trends at a glance-across two years’ worth of financial data. Feel like a financial
pro with an immediate and intuitive analysis of these trends by being able to drill down to the source transactions for each balance.
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Report name

What you can expect:

General Ledger
Transaction Detail

Time-saving, flexible analysis: Save time with a report that gives you comprehensive details across all General Ledger transactions, as well as the ability to filter
by account category for viewing specific portions of your General Ledger. This enables you to quickly answer any financial-specific questions. You will also enjoy
a flexible analysis of the General Ledger at a transactional level, using the graphical drag-and-drop functionality of a PivotTable to cater for any combination of
views you choose.
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Report name

What you can expect:

Inventory reports
A holistic view of your inventory data: Easily filter your inventory data according to your preference with a report that gives you a holistic view of your inventory
information. Enjoy the flexibility of further being able to customize your report for an in-depth analysis of your inventory by warehouse and/or product line to help
you better manage your inventory levels.
Inventory Master

As a business owner/ buyer/ stock controller, you will be empowered to do the following, as well as much more:
•
•
•
•

Forecast the consumption of goods for the near future.
Determine stock requirements with respect to seasonal fluctuations.
Measure statistics, such as inventory turns.
Highlight inefficiencies in inventory management.
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Report name

What you can expect:

Purchase reports
Your purchase reporting challenges solved within one report: Get the flexibility to group purchase data that is appropriate for your business’s requirements. With
this report, your layouts can be dynamically changed in Microsoft Excel to view the same data in different ways, including graphically, in trend charts, pie charts,
bar graphs, and more. These different views can then be saved for reuse.
Purchase Master

You will also be able to perform a comparative analysis of your data using the drag-and-drop functionality in PivotTables-making this report fully customizable.
For example, you may want to compare warehouses, divisions, or product lines, side by side, for either a detailed or summarized analysis. This report further helps
you to identify vendors with whom volume discounts or faster delivery times can potentially be negotiated, giving you the ability to make more informed business
decisions from better insights.
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Report name

What you can expect:

Sales reports
Complete visibility into your sales: Give selling power back to your sales team by allowing them to access this report on demand, and get up-to-date information
immediately, instead of relying on the finance or IT department, or manually collating and updating reports in Excel. This will allow you and your sales team to
analyze buying behaviors, identify up-and-cross-selling opportunities, and spend more time chasing prospects.
Sales Master

With this report, you also have the flexibility to group sales data that is appropriate for your business’s requirements. Your layouts can then be dynamically
changed in Microsoft Excel to view the same data in different ways, including graphically, in trend charts, pie charts, bar graphs, and more. These different views
can be saved for reuse. Enjoy a comparative analysis of your data using the drag-and-drop functionality in PivotTables-making this report fully customizable. For
example, you may want to compare your sales regions side by side, or analyze sales performance by sales representative or by product.
There are two versions of this sales report with the same benefits. However, the Sales Master report pulls data from the Order Entry module, while the Sales
Master AR report pulls data from the Accounts Receivable (AR) module.
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Report name

What you can expect :

Sales Master AR

Complete visibility into your sales: You can expect the same benefits from this report as you get from the Sales Master report; however, the Sales Master report
pulls data from the Order Entry module, while this report pulls data from the Accounts Receivable (AR) module. Therefore, this report will only display sales invoices/ credit notes/ debit notes, and adjustments created within AR.
Please note: Before you rely on this report, it is important to test that it works with your company’s data.
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Report name

What you can expect:

Financial Report Designer and Consolidated Report Designer
• The following reports require an active Report Designer site license. The Report Designer enables you to create financial layouts based on your current Sage Business Management
Solution (BMS) data, using companies, sites, and budget sets. The revamped Report Designer includes a Task Pane (previously known as the Report Designer Add-In) and the Layout
Generator, both utilizing a powerful in-memory engine, enabling you to take full control of all design aspects of your financial reporting layouts.
• For the Consolidated Report Designer an active Connector license is also required.
This report generates a Report Designer-enabled workbook with raw financial data from Sage 300, allowing for the use of the unique Report Designer interface
launched from within Excel. This interface empowers you to take advantage of the Layout Generator or Task Pane option to generate and create powerful Financial reports.

Financial Report
Designer: Layout
Generator

The Layout Generator provides a wizard-type environment for building customized Financial reports. The interface is easy to use and automates the design and
generation of simple financial report layouts quickly and accurately within Excel.
The Layout Generator provides you with the following benefits:
• Easy drag-and-drop report design-You can now control how your reports are designed, all the way down to each individual cell within Excel.
• Save time – The predefined financial layouts and calculations are real time savers, and eliminate the need for an advanced understanding of Excel formulas and
functions.
• Flexibility and control of your Financial reports – In addition to having control over how your reports are designed, you will also have the ability to report on
multiple years, budgets, and multicurrency.
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Report name

What you can expect:
The Report Designer Task Pane allows you to take full control of all design aspects of your report layouts, and takes the complexity out of designing Financial
reports inside of Microsoft Excel. The Task Pane further allows you to break down a report into reusable pieces, and then control where and how these pieces fit
together to create a report that suits your business.
The demonstration layouts created from the SAMINC demo company include an Income Statement, Balance Sheet, Trial Balance, and Summary, Categories, Cash
Flow, Cash Flow detail, Division, Department, Region, and statistical layouts.

Financial Report
Designer: Task Pane

Enjoy the following benefits and more from the Report Designer Task Pane:
• Easy drag-and-drop report design-Take control of all the design aspects of your financial reporting layouts. In addition, because you are using Excel, you can
design them anyway you prefer, and use all of Excel’s standard functionality for formatting, rules, charts, and more.
• Enhance performance – Enjoy a quick and responsive experience when designing and viewing Financial reports.
• Flexible reporting – Easily drag and drop pieces of your financial report into Excel, simplifying the ability to report on multiple years, budgets, and
multicurrency.
• Reporting Trees – These can be used in conjunction with the Task Pane, and allow you to capture your business’s organizational hierarchy, in a tree-like
structure, into the software, and then specify account filter rules at each level.
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Report name

What you can expect:

Financial Income
Statement

This report contains sample Report Designer Income Statement layouts with charts to assist you in getting started with your Income Statement layout design.
Sample Actual Year To Date, Actual vs. Prior, and Actual vs. Budget have been provided for you to use. You can edit the report using the Report Designer tools and
customize it to suit your business’s unique requirements. This can then be saved for future use.
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Report name

What you can expect:

Financial Balance Sheet

This report contains sample Report Designer Balance Sheet layouts with charts to assist you in getting started with your Balance sheet layout design. Sample
Actual Year To Date, Actual vs. Prior, and Actual vs. Budget have been provided for you to use. You can edit the report using the Report Designer tools and customize it to suit your business’s unique requirements. This can then be saved for future use.
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Report name

What you can expect:

Financial Ratio

This report contains sample layouts to assist you in calculating and visualizing Financial Ratios in order to make more informed business decisions.
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Report name

What you can expect:

Dashboard reports
Note: The following reports require an active Report Designer site license.
A real-time, holistic view of your business: Get a one-page summary of key performance indicators, featuring a financial analysis and “Top 5” reporting on customers, items, and expenses, with information pulled from the Order Entry module. This report contains both text and graphics to help with your daily and long-term
planning. In addition, comparative Profit and Loss figures are displayed for both the current month, as well as the year-to-date figures from the start of the current
financial year.
Among other benefits, you will enjoy the following:
Dashboard Analysis

• Consolidation of your data–This report delivers all your critical information in one place to help you make better, faster, and smarter decisions – giving you a
significant competitive advantage.
• Ease of use – With this report, you can generate reports at the click of a button – eliminating the need to copy, cut, and paste data from other sources.
• Distribution-ready reports – Reports can be scheduled, published to the web, and/or shared by email to the relevant people in the business – putting critical
information at their fingertips
• Flexible reporting – Reports can be customized to suit your unique business requirements, providing access to real-time business information.
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Report name

What you can expect:

Dashboard Analysis AR

Get a one-page summary of key performance indicators, featuring a sales trend analysis and “Top 5” reporting on expenses and sales reps, with information pulled
from the Accounts Receivable (AR) module. This report offers the same benefits as the Dashboard Analysis report.
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About Sage
Sage is the market leader for integrated accounting, payroll, and payment systems, supporting the ambition of the world’s entrepreneurs. Like many of the businesses we serve, Sage began as a small business and has grown beyond what seemed
imaginable. Today over 13,000 colleagues now support millions of entrepreneurs across 23 countries as they power the global economy. We help drive today’s business builders with a new generation of solutions to manage everything from money
to people. Our social and mobile technology provides live information so you can make fast, informed decisions anytime, anywhere in the world. We support our business builders for life by offering choice, support, expertise, and innovation. We
champion your causes and provide world-leading advice and support when you need it most.
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